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 Coated Dead-end                     

For Covered Conductor 

In general, Coated Dead-end be used with these conditions and limitations: 

-Covered conductor 

-Maximum loaded 3500 N 

-150 meters maximum spans  

-Not recommended for critical crossing spans (highways, rivers, etc.)  

-No excessive operating conditions, temperature working range 0℃-60℃ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Structure & Features 

1. The preformed  wire shall be made of aluminum alloy wires corrosion resistant. 

 

2. In the preformed  wire should be indicated with indelible marks the crossover  point of 

the contact surface with the conductor. 

 

3. The preformed wire should consist of wires helically assembled. 

 

4.The preformed wire must be covered with neoprene(BLACK or GREY) adhesive or similar 

material to ensure the union of the wire strands forming the preformed wire. Furthermore, 

this material shall cover all the threads that make up the wire  from the crossover mark to 

the ends (no loop area included) of the preformed wire. 

 

Attaching to the structure 

The Dead-end should have a loop shape with two arms that are superimposed on the 

conductor.The loop diameter of the Dead-end will fit over a minimum diameter of 

35mm and a maximum diameter of 60mm. The Dead-end is designed to accept 

common guy wire dead-end pole fittings like thimble eyes and guy hooks.  

 

Appropriate Fittings(typical) 

 

 

Glue & Gritted & Coated Color Code 

Length 
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5. The layer of neoprene inside the harness should have a smooth finish, with no bumps or 

uneven surfaces. 

 

6. The preformed wire must exert a uniform compressive force over the contact surface 

with the covered conductor, so as to distribute the force exerted to hold the conductor 

without causing excessive stresses that can cause damage to some structural component 

the conductor.  

 
 

                            Smooth neoprene coating 

                 

 

OCEAN-RUNPOWER has created a denomination that together with the number of rods, 

diameter, length, will allow us to recognize the accessory. The OCEAN-RUNPOWER 

denomination for the Coated Dead end for Covered Conductor is the following: with first 

letters meaning the product . Example: CDCAL 212-213-1100 is Coated Dead end for a 

covered conductor with a diameter range from 21.20mm to 21.30mm, Length 1100mm, AL 

means that material is aluminum alloy. 

 

Parameter list 

 

  OCEAN-RUNPOWER Diameter Rang(mm) Overall Length(mm) Color Code 

1 CDCAL 075-092-0485 7.56 9.25 485 red 

2 CDCAL 092-104-0685 9.26  10.40  685 yellow 

3 CDCAL 104-131-0772 10.41  13.12  772 yellow 

4 CDCAL 131-146-0919 13.13  14.60  919 blue 

5 CDCAL 146-166-0933 14.61  16.66  933 red 

6 CDCAL 166-187-1066 16.67  18.78  1066 black 

7 CDCAL 187-212-1100 18.79  21.21  1100 yellow 

8 CDCAL 212-230-1100 21.22  23.00  1100 orange  

9 CDCAL 230-255-1240 23.01  25.54  1240 blue 

10 CDCAL 240-267-1240 24.00  26.70  1240 blue 

11 CDCAL 255-272-1258 25.55  27.20  1258 red 

12 CDCAL 265-282-1258 26.55  28.20  1258 red 

13 CDCAL 272-289-1275 27.21  28.91  1275 white 
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 14 CDCAL 289-310-1295 28.93  31.08  1295 green 

15 CDCAL 310-328-1315 31.09  32.81  1315 black 

16 CDCAL 327-356-1365 32.70  35.60  1365 orange  

17 CDCAL 337-366-1395 33.70  36.60  1395 orange  

18 CDCAL 366-398-1395 36.61  39.80  1395 red 

19 CDCAL 398-419-1395 39.81  41.99  1395 green 

20 CDCAL 420-445-1395 42.00  44.50  1395 yellow 

 

Other size are available on application 

 

 

 

 


